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VARIATION OF EQUIVALENCE RATIO AND ELEMENT RATIOS
IN LOW-PRESSURE PREMIXED FLAMES OF ALIPHATIC FUELS

ABSTRACT

Christopher J. Pope and James A. Miller
Combustion Research Facility
Sandia National Laboratories

Livermore, CA 94551-0969, USA

. . . .,-. ;.,

In previously pubIished work it was found that the element ratios (such as C/O, IWO, WC)
and the equivalence ratio all varied in the flame zone of a low-pressure premixed fuel-rich
benzene/oxygen/argon Iaminar flat flame. These variations were seen from analyses of both the
data and detailed kinetic modeling. In the present work, seven additional flames were analyzed in
the same manner, including five flames with a single hydrocarbon fueI (methane, acetylene,
ethylene, allene, and propene) and two flames with a mixture of fuels (acetylene/allene,
hydrogen/allene). All the flames had argon as the diluent, with pressures between 20 and 37.5
Torr, equivalence ratios between 1.6 and 2.5, cold gas velocities between 42 and 126 cmlsec.

All of these flames showed variations in the element ratios and equivalence ratios.
Furthermore, these variations changed in a consistent pattern with respect to the molecular weight
of the fuel. In the flame zone, the percent change in the H/0, C/O and equivalence ratios increased
with increasing molecular weight of the fuel, except for the hydrogetiallene flame in which the
C/O ratio first increases, then decreases in the flame zone. Also, unlike all the other hydrocarbon
flames, the C/O ratio decreases below its inlet value for the methane flame. The H/O and
equivalence ratios decrease below their inIet values for the hydrogetiallene flame. These resuks
are explained in terms of differential diffusion effects between the products and the reactants,
which increase as the fuel becomes increasingly heavier than the major carbon- and hydrogen-
containing products.
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NOMENCLATURE

number of moles of atoms of element m per mole of gas
mass flux fraction of element m in all species due to diffusion
mass flux fraction of element m in all species
weight of element m in species k
average molecular weight of gas
mass average velocity of gas
diffusion velocity of species k
mole fraction of species k
atomic weight of element m
mass fraction of element m in all species
= mass flux fraction of element m in all species due to convection

Greek symboIs
~k,rn number of atoms of element m per molecule of species k

@ equivalence ratio

Subscripts
o cold gas
k species index
m element index
all sum over all species



INTRODUCTION

The defining feature of diffusion flames, as contrasted with premixed flames, is that the
elementaI composition varies between the extremes of pure fuel and pure oxidant. The spatial
variation of this global feature of the flame composition is customarily described in terms of either
the equivalence ratio [1] or mixture fraction [2]. Chemical species diffuse in opposite directions --
from either the fuel or oxidant side -- across the flame zone of diffusion flames. Due to unequal
rates of diffusion of these various species, the mixture fractions of element ratios vary unevenly
across the flame zone of diffusion flames; this process is called “differential diffusion” or
“preferential diffusion”. Early quantitative studies were performed by Bilg-er [2], using the data of
Tsuji and Yamaoka [3], and by Moss and Roberts [4], using the data of Melvin et al. [5].

It had long been assumed that the equivalence ratio and elemental composition of premixed
flames do not change from their inlet values [6-8]. Nonetheless, the element ratios of a near-
sooting premixed low-pressure benzene/oxygen/argon flame [9,10] were found to vary greatly in
the flame zone [11]; since the diffusion velocities of the major ffame species were comparable to
the convection velocity, preferential diffusion occurred due to unequal rates of diffusion of flame
reactants and products. The variations in element ratios and the equivalence ratio were seen in both
the data and the results of detailed kinetic modeling.

In the present work, eight low-pressure premixed hydrocarbon flames were studied to
determine the extent of variation of element ratios for various fuels, to help assess whether or not
the results of Pope et al. [11] were unique to the specific flame studied, and also to see if the
variations of element ratios exhibit consistent trends with respect to the fuel used.

APPROACH

ReIevant properties of the eight flames used in the present work [9,10,12-18] are
summarized in Table 1. All the flames are fuel-rich hydrocarbon/oxygen/argon low pressure (20-
37.5 Torr) premixed laminar flat flames. Six have a single hydrocarbon fuel component. The other
two are mixtures of either H2 and allene or C2H2 and allene, with average fuel compositions of
CfJ.103Hz.I)fjgand CZ.Z(JSHZ.A16,respectively. Except for the CH4 flame [12], all the flames have
sufficiently detailed composition data in the form of species profiles so as to determine the extent
of variation of element ratios in these flames. Furthermore, detailed kinetic modeling was
performed on all of the flames. These simulations used the CHEMKIN programs [19-23]. Full
muIticornponent diffusion, including thetial diffusion, was calculated. The catalytic boundary
condition for H-atom recombination at the burner surface was also included. Experimental
temperature profiles were used as input, in lieu of solving the energy equation. The detailed
reaction set used is an updated and expanded version [24] of the chemistry of Miller and Melius
[25].

A thorough discussion of the calculations used in calculating the element ratios and
equivalence ratios can be found in Pope et al. [11], which can be considered essential background
for thoroughly understanding the present work, although the main features are described below.
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From the set of species mole fraction profiles
(a~,~),the number of moles of atoms of element

4,/=x%,?,%
k

(x~) and the chemical composition of the species
m per mole of gas (Am)is

(l).

The element ratios are readily expressed in terms of the Am. For example the atomic C/O ratio is
simply Ac/Ao. The equivalence ratio ($), as defined by Mitchell ~ [1], is really just a composite
of the C/O and WO ratios, and can be expressed as

2* Ac+0.5*Afl(p. A (2).
o

Variations in the element ratios are caused by changes in the mass fractions of the elements
(YdI,~), due to a net diffusive flux of element m. After the one-dimensional flame equations of
Fnstrom and Westenberg [26], conservation of the mass flux of element m requires that the total
mass flux fraction of eIement m (G~ll,m)remain constant throughout the flame:

Gall,nl,O= Gd,,m= Yd[,m+ Ba[,,m

zYk~vk
B -

dl,m =

kv

(3)

(4)

EY = Yk,mall ,m (5)
k

‘k”k,m
Yk,m = fkfw

(6)

‘k,. = ak,mwm (7),

where v is the mass average velocity of the gas mixture, vk is the diffusion velocity of species k,
MW is””the mean molecukw weight of the gas, and W~ is the atomic weight of element m. While
total mass conservation requires that the total diffusive mass flux (Ball)be zero, i.e.,

l?=,,= ‘# = o (8),
kv

no such constraint exists for the total diffusive flux for an individual eIemerit (B,ll,~). As was
shown previously [11], BM,~ is not zero in the flame zone, causing the eIement mass fractions
(Yall,~)to vary. The variations in Yall,~lead directly to variations in the element ratios since

i4mwm
Y =—all ,m

Mw

VARIATIONS IN ELEMENT RATIOS FROM DATA

The eIement ratios are very simply calculated

(9).

AND MODEL PREDICTIONS

from the mole fraction profiles. As was
shown previously [11], only those species with the largest mole fractions, in generaI, greater than
0.01, contribute significantly. Since the inlet element ratios and equivalence ratio wiry widely
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among the eight flames, the results (Figs. 1a-lb) are expressed as a percent deviation from the inlet
values for the atomic IWO, C/O, and WC ratios and the equivalence ratio. On the whole, there is
considerable qualitative agreement between the data and modeling results in terms of the directions
and the relative magnitudes of the deviations. The data for the C3H6 flame (f5) yield the worst
agreement with the modeling, suggesting that the data set might not be complete enough to perform
this calculation. Also, at the end of the flame zone, all the element ratios should approach their
inlet values. For ffames f2, f3, and f5, “this is not the case. A possible explanation is the frequent
need for calculating calibration factors for species such as H20 by an element balance. Such
calculations must be performed carefully, since the mass fractions of the elements do M remain
constant throughout the flame. Nonetheless, all the flame data sets show appreciable variations in
the element ratios, to such an extent that such variations indeed appear to be a prevalent, if not
universal, feature of low-pressure premixed flat flames. There is considerable qualitative
agreement between the data and modeling results, enough so that the b~ance of the c~culations
performed in this paper will be based on the more tractable modeling results.

Figure2 shows& v~ations for all flamesof the H/o ratio (Fig. 2a), C/O ratio (Fig. 2b),

WC ratio (Fig. 2c), and the equivalence ratio (Fig. 2d), again expressed as percent deviations from
their inlet values. To provide a consistent basis for comparing the various flames, the abscissa is
the extent of conversion, defined here for fueI-rich hydrocarbon.loxygen flames as the fraction of O
atoms which are part of a molecule containing H and/or C atoms. The results do show consistent
trends with the type of fuel. The trends wiIl be mentioned here, with the explanation of the
underlying causes to be given in the next section. For the flames with only one hydrocarbon fuel
(fl-f6), there is a clear trend for the deviations in the I-UO,C/O, and equivalence ratios to become
more positive with increasing molecular weight of the fuel. The deviations for the C2H2/allene
flame (f7) are between those of the pure C2HZflame (f2) and the pure allene flame (f4) for the H/0,
C/O, and equivalence ratios; actually, they are quite similar to those of the ethylene flame (f3),
which is reasonable since the average molecular weight of the fuel is cIose to that of ethylene (q.v.
Table 1). Note that the C/O ratio for the methane flame (fl) actually decreases in the flame zone,
in contrast with the behavior of the other flames f2-f7. For the WC ratio, no discemable trends are
seen for flames fl -f7; all show comparable increases in the WC ratio in the flame zone. Flame f8,
the H2/allene flame, behaves quite differently from all the other flames in this study. Only in f8 do
the HfO, WC, and equivalence ratios decrease in the flame zone. The deviation of the C/O ratio in
f8 is interesting in that it is at first positive, nearing the values for the pure aIlene flame (f4), then
becoming negative, even more negative than the methane flame (fI).

VARIATIONS IN MASS FRACTIONS DUE TO_PREFERENTIAL DIFFUSION “

As mentioned above, the variations in the element ratios are caused by variations in the
mass fractions of the various elements, which are caused by a net diffusive flux of the various
elements in the flame zone. While the diffusion velocities of the individual species (Vk) can be
obtained from the modeling results via. a post-processor program such as FBR [27], it is the
aggregate effect of diffusion of all of the species containing a given element m (B&J which
directly affects the mass fraction (Y.ll,~). A way to directly calculate B,I1,~without requiring the vk
takes advantage of the fact that G,tl,mo= Y~a,mO:
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L711,?ll

= Y*,,,m,o- Yal[,,,, (lo).

The fraction of the flux of a given element which is due to diffusion is B.ll,m.ll,mo. These
normalized diffusive flux fractions are plotted for all the flames in Fig. 3 for hydrogen (Fig. 3a),
oxygen (Fig. 3b), and carbon (Fig. 3c). Figure 3a shows virtually the same trends in the normalized
diffusive H flux as Fig. 2a does for the H/O ratio, except for the opposite sign. The apparent sign
change can be seen from Equ. 10, in that the fractional deviation in the convective mass flux of
element m (Y~ll,*/Y~ll,@– 1) is equal to –B,ll,~.lI,~,o. The similarity in Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a also
implies that the variation in the oxygen mass fraction is appreciably less than that in the hydrogen
mass fraction. The BM,~/Y~ll,~,ofor hydrogen varies from -0.352 to +0.246, a total range of 0.598,
while that for oxygen is -0.041 to +0.099, a total range of 0.140. Ignoring the HQ/alleneflame (f7),
the total ranges are 0.365 for hydrogen and O.111 for oxygen. For the sake of comparison, the
B,ll,JY.ll,~,o for carbon is -0.233 to +0.052, a total range of 0.285.

There is a net diffusive flux of hydrogen towards the burner (FQ. 3a), with the absolute
magnitude of the fraction of hydrogen diffusing upstream increasing with increasing molecukir
weight of the fuel, except for the case of the H2/allene flame (f7). This can be easily understood in
terms of the major hydrogen-containing species. The major hydrogen-containing products, which
wouId be diffusing towards the burner, are H2 and H20. For the hydrocarbon flames except fi’, the
fuel is the only hydrogen-containing species, which would be diffusing away from the burner. The
diffusion of the fuel would be slower than that of H2 and HzO, especially of H2; with increasing
mass of the fuel molecules, the fuel would diffuse more slowly, increasing the net diffusive flux of
hydrogen towards the burner, consistent with the results of Fig. 3a. From Pope g@. [11], there is
also an effect of the major intermediate species, most notably C2E12,but the major contributors to
the differential diffusion are the reactants and products. For the H2./allene flame, H2 is diffusing
away from the burner since it is the major part of the fuel, carrying more than 93% of the hydrogen
in the reactant mixture, hence the strong net diffusive flux of hydrogen away from the burner for f7.

Similarly, for all flames except f7, the numerical value of the net normalized diffusive flux
of carbon (Fig. 3c) decreases with increasing molecular weight of the fuel. The main carbon-
containing products are CO and C02 (mostly CO), with some C2H2. Methane would diffuse more
quickly away from the burner than any of these products would diffuse toward the burner. As the
fuel (being the only carbon-containing reactant) increases in molecular weight and decreases in
diffusivity, the net flux of carbon towards the burner increases. From both Fig. 3a and Fig. 3c, the
behavior of f8 (CzH2/allene) is similar to that of the C2H4flame (f3). The net normalized diffusive
flux of carbon for fi’ is interesting in that it first becomes negative, with a peak comparable in
magnitude to that of the pure allene flame (f4), though the net normalized C flux approaches zero
much more quickly, near the extent of conversion at which the allene in .f7 is depleted (roughly
0.4). In that sense, the behavior of the carbon in this flame is qualitatively similar to that of the
other flames in the present study.

For the flames with the two lightest fuels (fl ,f7), there is a net normalized diffusive flux of
oxygen towards the burner (Fig. 3b); for the two heaviest fuels (f5,f6) the net flux is away from the
burner. The fluxes for f2, f3, f4, and f8 do not show any real trend. Although the only reactant
containing oxygen in any of the flames considered is 02, there are three main oxygen-containing
products: H20, CO, and C02. The relative ratio of CO to C02 will be a function of the
equivalence ratio, with CO being increasingly favored as the reactant mixture becomes more fuel-
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rich. Similarly, the fraction of the oxygen ending up as HzO as opposed to CO or C02 is
determined by the I-UCratio. H20 has an appreciably larger diffusion coefficient than 02, that of
C02 is less, and that of CO is roughly the same, so the actual amount of the net diffusive oxygen
flux depends upon the equivalence ratio and WC ratio of the fuel, rather than the molecular weight
of the fuel. The two lightest fuels, appearing in f1 (CH1) and f7 (Hz/allene) also have the highest
WC ratios, meaning more of the oxygen in the products appears as HZO, hence the net diffusive
flux towards the burner. However, these explanations are insufficient to explain the differences in
the net oxygen diffusive flux among the different flames, since there also appears to be some sort of
trend with the molecular weight of the fuel.

Further exploring the apparent weirdness in the net normalized diffusive flux of oxygen
(Fig. 3b), let us next consider the total element fluxes normalized with the total mass flux (Fig. 4a-
4d) for the flames under consideration. Starting with the plots for hydrogen (Fig. 4a), oxygen (Fig.
4b), and carbon (Fig. 4c), no apparent trend whatsoever in the observed net fluxes with respect to
fuel can be observed, with the exception that the magnitudes of the fluxes are highest for f5 and f6,
the two flames showing the highest net normalized diffusive oxygen flux (cf. Fig. 3b). The same
observations hold true for argon (Fig. 4d). Argon undergoes no chemical reaction, so its flux arises
solely from the imbalances in the fluxes of all the other species, in such a way as to conserve the
total mass flux [11]. It is also worth mentioning that these net element fluxes are relatively small,
at least in comparison to the larger changes seen in the element ratios and equivalence ratio (Figs. 1
and 2). At least a rough explanation of the results shown in Fig. 4 can be seen from considering the
flame conditions. The extent of variation of the element fluxes will decrease with increasing Vo,
since the ratio of Vk/v appears in the expression for B~ll,~(Equ. 4); note that V. is smallest for f5
and f6 (Table 1). These two flames also contain the smallest inlet mole fraction of Ar. Since these
flames are less dilute, the reactions will occur over a correspondingly smaller distance than would
comparable flame with larger inlet argon mole fractions. Furthermore, as is discussed elsewhere
[11], the diffusion of Ar arises from changes in x~,, which arise from changes in the number of
moles of the gas mixture. The change in number of moles can be observed by considering MW
(Fig. 5). Again, flames f5 and f6 show the greatest change in MW over the course of the flame.
Since MW decreases for these flame, the number of moles is increasing, so xA~decreases, resulting
in a net flux of Ar away from the burner, as is seen in Fig. 4d. While the above points might not
provide a complete explanation of the behavior seen in Fig. 3b, they do show that many factors
influence the changes in the elemental fluxes. However, since the change in the normalized net
oxygen flux is small compared to those of hydrogen and carbon, the trends seen in the element
ratios and equivalence ratio can be well-explained by the fuel type.

DISCUSSION

The types of variations in element ratios and equivalence ratio reported previously for the
benzene/oxygetiargon flame [11] were also found in seven other fuel-rich low-pressure premixed
larninar flat flames of various aliphatic fuels. The magnitude of these variations, seen both in the
data and in detailed kinetic modeling results, appear to be appreciably larger than what can be
explained by any errors in modeling or data collection. The element ratio variations also exhibit
trends with respect to the size of the fuel molecule. For hydrocarbon fuels larger than methane, the
equivalence ratio, C/O ratio, and H/O ratio increase beyond their inlet values. For methane, the
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H/O ratio increased, the equivalence ratio varied minimally from its inlet value, and the “C/Oratio
actually decreased. The fractional amount of increase of these ratios increased with increasing
molecular weight of the fuel molecule. Since the larger fuel molecules diffuse more slowly away
from the burner, net diffusive fluxes of hydrogen and carbon towards the burner lead to increases in
the total mass fractions of carbon and hydrogen. Similar differental diffusion effects are also seen
for oxygen, but they are smaller than “those for carbon and hydrogen, and showed evidence of
secondary effects from changes in the amount of diIuent and in the cold gas velocity. The
CzHz/allene flame had variations between those of the flames with fuels of pure acetylene and pure
aIIene; the variations were close to those of the ethylene flame, which is consistent with the trends
for the pure fuels since the average molecular weight of the C2H@ene mixture was near that of
ethylene. The apparently idiosyncratic trends seen in the H2/allene flame are due to the large
diffusivity of molecular hydrogen. However, the behavior of the carbon flux in this flame suggests
that the carbon fluxes were largely uncoupled from those of the other elements. Variations in
element ratios in Iow-pressure premixed flames of other fuels can reasonably be expected to follow
similar trends. For example, a 1,3-butadiene flame can be expected to have a fractional increase in
equivalence ratio roughly between those seen in the propene and benzene flames; heavier fuels
such as heptane, toluene, and octane should have even larger relative changes than those seen in the
benzene flame.

Other than showing the variations in element fluxes to be a universal phenomenon for the
set of flames considered, the results of the present work have other implications. First of all, the
use of eIement baIances to calculate absolute concentrations of flame species must be done
extremeIy carefully, since such balances can only be reliable well beyond the flame zone.
However, the element ratios can be easily used to check on the reliability of such calibrations, since
they all should tend towards their inlet vaIues in the post-flame zone. However, the present work
does not take into account the possibility of the eIement ratios changing due to radial diffusion.

Although they were not considered in the present study, the authors suspect that the same
types of variations in the element ratios should exist in fuel-lean low-pressure premixed flames,
since differential diffusion of reactants and products can also be expected to occur. Although
atmospheric-pressure flames were not considered here, from the arguments previously presented
[11], one can expect to have some of the same type of variation in element ratios; perhaps
diminished by the increased importance of termolecular radical-radical recombination reactions.
However, the greatly reduced width of the flame front in atmospheric pressure flames might
preclude direct observation of such variations.

The effect of varying C/O and equivalence ratios would perhaps moit strongly affect
molecular-weight growth cherriistry. The results shown here suggest that studies of molecular-
weight chemistry perhaps should take this feature into account. For example, comparing features
such as the sooting limit of a particular fuel between flat flames and other systems not influenced
by transport, such as plug-flow or welI-stirred reactors, would not be straightforward. For example,
the results from f5 (propene flame), which has an inlet C/O ratio of 0.773 but a maximum of 0.920
in the flame zone, might be better compared with plug-flow or well-stimed reactor results for
conditions more closely resembling those of the flame zone of the flat flame, since this is where
most of the molecular-weight growth chemistry occurs.
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Table 1. Properties of flames used in the present study.

fl I CHq (0.2250)
f2 CZH2(0.2750)
f3 CzHg (0.1939)
f4 I C~HAallene (0.0832)
f5 ~C~HGpropene (0.2550)
f6 CGHGbenzene (O.1350)

f7 Hz (0.2812)
CqHq allene (0.0100)

f8 C2HZ(O.1574)
CqHq allene (0.0413)

1.636 I 0.409 / 0.5000

2.374 0.931 0.5656

pressure
(Tom)

31.0
20.0
20.0
25.0
37.5
20.0
25.0

25.0

mass flow rate
(g/cm2-see)

0.00678
0.00355
0.00237
0.00487
0.00312
0.00219

0.00232

0.00387

=2=
cold gas MW of
velocity fuel
(crn/see)

126 16.043

*

42 ! 42.081

*

80 28.954

reference

[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]

[9,10]

[17]

[18]
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Extent of deviation from inlet vaIues for H/O (triangles), C/O (squares), WC (diamonds),
and equivalence ratio (circles), calculated from both modeling (open symbols) and data (filled
symbols) for: (a) flame fl -- Cl%, (b) f2 -- CZH2,(c) f3 -- Czw, (d) f4 -- C3HQ,(e) f5 -- C3H6,(f) f6
-- C6H6,(g) f7 -- H2/C3H4,(h)f8 -- C2H2/C3~.

Figure 2. Deviations from the inlet values for the (a) H/0~ (b) C/O, (c) WC, and (d) equivalence
ratios for all flames: filled squares, fl; +, f2; filled circles, f3; x, f4; filled diamonds, f5; filled
triangles, f6; open triangles, ff; open diamonds, f8.

Figure “3. Diffusive element mass flux normalized by the total”element mass flux for (a) H, (b) O,
(c) C for all flames: filled squares, fl; +, f2; filled circles, f3; x, f4; filled diamonds, f5; filled
triangles, f6; open triangles, f7; open diamonds, f8.

Figure 4. Diffusive element mass flux normalized by the total mass flux (from all eIements) for (a)
H, (b) O, (c) C, (d) Ar for all flames: filled squares, fl; +, f2; filled circles, f3; x, f4; filled
diamonds, f5; filled triangles, f6; open triangles, f7; open diamonds, f8.

Figure 5. Mean molecuIar weight for all flames: filled squares, fl; +, f2; filled circles, f3; X,f4;
filled diamonds, f5; filled triangles, f6; open triangles, f7; open diamonds, f8.
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